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Abstract
Background: It is important to understand the perceived value of surgical design and simulation (SDS) amongst
surgeons, as this will influence its implementation in clinical settings. The purpose of the present study was to
examine the application of the convergent interview technique in the field of surgical design and simulation and
evaluate whether the technique would uncover new perceptions of virtual surgical planning (VSP) and medical
models not discovered by other qualitative case-based techniques.
Methods: Five surgeons were asked to participate in the study. Each participant was interviewed following the
convergent interview technique. After each interview, the interviewer interpreted the information by seeking
agreements and disagreements among the interviewees in order to understand the key concepts in the field of SDS.
Results: Fifteen important issues were extracted from the convergent interviews.
Conclusion: In general, the convergent interview was an effective technique in collecting information about the
perception of clinicians. The study identified three areas where the technique could be improved upon for future
studies in the SDS field.
Keywords: Convergent interview technique, Surgical design and simulation, Medical models, Head and
neck reconstruction

Background
It is important to understand the perceived value of surgical design and simulation (SDS) amongst surgeons, as
this will influence its implementation in clinical settings.
In discussing the utility of rapid prototyped medical
models (a highly accurate physical three-dimensional
model representing the anatomy of a human derived
from the rapid prototyping printing technique), many researchers have evaluated perceived usefulness through
the development of questionnaires directed toward surgeons and other interest groups and through case studies [1,2]. Although these studies have helped to better
understand the benefits that rapid prototyped medical
models bring to different subject groups that utilize
them, no researchers have yet examined the utility of

virtual surgical planning (VSP) technology and medical
models using the convergent interview technique.
In the present study, the convergent interview technique
was used to gather information and examine the perceptions of clinicians in head and neck reconstruction regarding the utility of VSP and medical models in their
practice. The primary objective of the present study was to
explore the application of the convergent interview research method in the field of SDS. The secondary objective
of the convergent interview was to evaluate the perceptions
of head and neck surgeons in regards to medical models
and VSP technologies in their practice of mandibular reconstruction and to understand whether the convergent
interview technique would bring out new perceptions
not discovered by other qualitative collection techniques.
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Methods
Five surgeons experienced in microvascular reconstruction were asked to participate in the study by means of
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purposive sampling. Purposive sampling was used due
to the limited number of head and neck surgeons in
Edmonton, Alberta as well as the limitations of the scope
of the project. The optimal sampling size was data-driven
rather than predetermined [3]. The optimal sample size is
determined when stability is reached, which occurs when
agreement among all interviewees is achieved and disagreement between them is explained on all the issues
raised [3].
The interviewer gained prior knowledge of the research topic of interest by doing some initial reading,
brainstorming and mind-mapping (Figure 1). By gaining
prior knowledge, the researcher was able to develop an
appropriate opening question; the researcher gained confidence before conducting the initial interview and was able
to establish rapport and maintain interview dynamics with
the respondents [3-5].
The following steps outline the planning and management issues of the convergent interviewing technique
based mainly on the steps recommended by Dick (1990)
and by Rao and Perry (2003). The first step was to establish initial contact with potential participants. After being given an overview of the research and the purpose of
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the interview, the respondents were asked to participate
in the interview. After agreement, the venue and time
were decided. All interviews were conducted face-to-face
in the Medical Modeling Research Laboratory (MMRL)
of the Institute for Reconstructive Sciences in Medicine
(iRSM) at the Misericordia Community Hospital in
Edmonton, Alberta, Canada.
Each interview began with the researcher introducing
the project and clarifying issues of confidentiality before
the interview. The interviewee was asked for permission
to record the interview using a digital audio recorder. The
researcher then asked an opening question which was
framed to encourage the interviewee to reveal their attitudes about the topic of interest without implying constraints on the nature of the response. The opening
question was also intended to encourage the respondent to
discuss their own experiences in a way that is meaningful
to them [6]. The opening question used was: “I’m interested in learning about the perceived utility of medical
modeling and computer-assisted planning software. Tell
me what you think of these two tools in your practice.”
This opening question allowed the respondents to open up
and talk about their opinions. Probe questions were used
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to help keep interviewees talking and the interview focused. Probe questions were developed before each interview but only after the first one, based on the preceding
interview. A list of the probe questions were:
“Can you give me an example of this?”
“Can you elaborate a little?”
“What exactly did you mean by…?”
“Is that all? Is there anything you missed out?”
“How does that compare with what you said
before?”
6. “What are the pros and cons of this situation?”
7. “And how did you feel about that?”
8. “Why do you think this is the case?”
9. “What would have to change in order for…?”
10.” How was… different from…?”
11.“What sort of an impact do you think…?”
12.“What criteria did you use to…?”
13.“How did you decide/determine/conclude…?”
14.“What is the connection between…and…?”
15.“How might your assumptions about…have
influenced how you are thinking about…?”
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

As the interview neared completion, the interviewer
invited the respondent to review key points from what
was discussed. The researcher asked questions such as,
“of all the issues you have mentioned what are the most
and least important issues?” and “Could you please
prioritize them in order of importance?”. When the
interviewee could no longer add further information, the
interviewer summarized the interview to confirm the
responses. The interviewer then reviewed what would happen
to the information.
All interviews were recorded using a digital recording
software program as suggested by Riege et al. [3]. Recording was done in order to increase the accuracy of the data
collection process, permitting the interviewer to be more
attentive to the interviewee. Recording the interviews
allowed the interviewer to replay the recordings, which
helped the researcher interpret the data, identify important
themes and correct and expand on the interview notes [3].
Ethics approval was granted by the Health Research
Ethics Board - Health Panel under reference number
Pro00018582.

Results
A total of five interviews were needed to reach stability
between the interviews. Each interview lasted between
30 minutes to 60 minutes. A total of 3 hours of interview time was conducted. Tables 1, 2, 3 and 4 outline
the important issues that were extracted for the convergent interviews.
The group of respondents who participated varied in
their experience level, in their experiences of their
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personal practice and in their training, and these factors
added variety in the responses and opinions observed.
Based on the interview results, issues 1, 3, 6, 7, 9, 10,
12, 13, 14 and 15 all had 100% agreement among the
participants (Tables 2 and 3). Disagreement was found
on issues 2 and 8.
Disagreement on issue 2: helps with teaching and
learning for students and patients

The participant disagreed with the idea of using medical
models and virtual surgical planning to teach students.
The participant said that, “Students need to learn more
about the art of surgery. If they are trained with the
technology, they may not be able to perform reconstruction without the tools.”
Disagreement on issue 8: initial cost of the setup of the
technology is a disadvantage but can be outweighed by
the long-term benefits

The participant said: “What is the answer? We don’t know
that. In theory you would hope that the operative time is
less so there would be less cost [and] that the potential
complications down the road would be less so there is a
savings there versus the upfront costs of the models and
the time required for the people to create them.”
With issues 4, 5, 8 and 11, one participant was either
not familiar with the issue or did not mention the issue
throughout the interview. Issue 2 had two such participants. Of the fifteen important issues extracted from interviews, eight were categorized as an advantage of the
utility of medical modeling and computer-assisted planning software, while six were categorized as a disadvantage and one was categorized as neutral.

Discussion
Interpretation of the outcomes

The purpose of the present study was to examine the
application of the convergent interview technique in the
field of SDS and evaluate whether the technique would
bring out new perceptions of virtual surgical planning
and medical models not discovered by other qualitative
collection techniques. The interviews followed the convergent interview protocol as planned by the researcher.
The discussions remained focused and allowed the interviewees to talk about their personal opinions. The interviews also allowed the interviewees to talk about some
personal experiences, which was an important feature
of the technique, although it did not occur as much
as anticipated.
The interviewer recognized that many of the initial
points that were discussed by the interviewees were general observations on the technology that are often repeated
in the literature. The interviewer often had to probe the
interviewee with questions that pushed the interviewees to
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talk about their personal opinions and experiences rather
than general issues that they had probably read of or
heard about but had not experienced themselves.
One of the significant findings from each interview
was that every surgeon reported that they had little or no
experience using the surgical planning software, which is a
significant part of the SDS process. Using the software or
participating in the digital simulation of the planning gives
the clinician an understanding of the anatomy of the patient in three dimensions (3D) and an opportunity to explore surgical options. Of the five interviewees, two had
never seen or used the surgical planning software, two had
only observed it being used and one had used it in a workshop setting. After close inspection of all of the interviews,
after completion of the convergent interview process, the
researcher observed that many of the statements made by
the interviewees were likely not their personal opinions
based on personal experience, but appeared to have been
based on issues reported in the literature. Table 4 outlines
the issues discussed in the interviews and links them to
the issues raised in the literature. Of the fifteen issues
raised, only three issues did not appear to be outlined in
the literature. The issues were; (1) surgical design and
simulation is not included in resident training; (2) there is
cultural resistance to the surgical design and simulation
technology and; (3) the field of surgical design and simulation is a work in progress.
As a consistent user of 3D software, it was difficult for
the interviewer to understand how the interviewees could
have responded as they did without having physically used
and experienced the surgical planning process using the
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Table 2 Agreements & disagreements on various issues
raised by the respondents
Participant

A

B

C

D

E

1

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

2

O

O

Y

X

Y

3

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

4

Y

Y

Y

Y

O

5

O

Y

Y

Y

Y

6

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

7

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

8

O

Y

Y

Y

X

9

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

10

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

11

O

Y

Y

Y

Y

12

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

13

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

14

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

15

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Issue

Key:
Y = Agreements.
X = Disagreements.
0 = Not familiar with issue so neither agreement or disagreement.

software. Although not all issues extracted for the interview are related to personal experience, many are associated. This finding would have been very useful in guiding
the interviews after the first one, but was not realized until
completion of the process.

Table 1 Important issues extracted from the interviews about the utility of medical modeling and computer-assisted
planning software
1.

Useful tool in planning and exploring other options.

2.

Helps with teaching and learning for students and patients.

3.

Accuracy, efficiency, quality are all potential advantages.

4.

Potential for improved functional outcome: planning for dental implants, dental rehabilitation, better occlusion, less TMJ dysfunction and
improved mandibular strength and cosmetic outcome.

5.

Potential for reducing operating room time.

6.

Communication between team members can be facilitated by the technology.

7.

Increase in surgeon confidence.

8.

Initial cost of the setup of the technology is a disadvantage but can be outweighed by the longterm benefits.

9.

Accessibility and availability of the resource is a disadvantage.

10.

Time constraint is a disadvantage. This includes time to learn the technology, collaborate and plan each case and turnaround and production
time between initial case planning and scheduled surgery.

11.

There is minimal quantitative research available to prove the accuracy, benefits and functional outcome of the patients when digital surgical
design and simulation is used. There is also a need for a cost benefit analysis.

12.

Surgical design and simulation can bring more of a team approach.

13.

Surgical design and simulation is not included in medical student training.

14.

There is cultural resistance to the surgical design and simulation technology.

15.

The field of surgical design and simulation is a work in progress.
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Table 3 Overview of the respondent’s “Agreements”,
“Disagreements”, and “not familiar issues or not
mentioned”
Agreements (%) Disagreements (%) Not familiar issues or
Not mentioned (%)
Issue
1

100

-

-

2

40

20

40

3

100

-

-

4

80

-

20

5

80

-

20

6

100

-

-

7

100

-

-

8

60

20

20

9

100

-

-

10

100

-

-

11

80

-

20

12

100

-

-

13

100

-

-

14

100

-

-

15

100

-

-
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A possible explanation for this trend in the interviews
is related to the fact that all participants were from
Edmonton, Alberta, Canada, where the technology is
more accessible than many other locales and knowledge
about the technology is more accessible because of the
MMRL at iRSM. The participants are also all from the
same field of work and are closely associated as clinicians. The surgeons attitudes and perceptions of the
technology may have been influenced by each others’
associations; that is, through social learning. This interpretation of the researcher is based on the balance
theory, which holds that humans organize their attitudes
in a symmetrical way [7]. This theory is associated with
the idea that humans turn to others to obtain consensual
validation of their views [7].

Conclusion
The first objective of the present study was to explore the
application of the convergent interview research method
in the field of VSP and medical models in mandibular reconstruction. In general, the convergent interview was an
effective technique in collecting information about the
perception of clinicians. There were three areas of the
technique that need to be improved upon for future studies in this field. The first is an improved opening question
to direct and guide the participants to discuss their personal experiences. The second is to broaden the selection
of the participants. The third is to have at least a pair of

Table 4 Issues discussed in the interviews and issues raised in the literature
Issue

Reported by the interviewee

Reported in the literature

1

Useful tool in planning and exploring other options.

✓

(8,9)

2

Helps with teaching and learning for students and patients.

✓

(8,10)

3

Accuracy, efficiency, quality are all potential advantages.

✓

(11,12,12-14)

4

Potential for improved functional outcome: planning for dental implants,
dental rehabilitation, better occlusion, less TMJ dysfunction and improved
mandibular strength and cosmetic outcome.

✓

(14,15)

5

Potential for reducing Operating Room time.

✓

(16,17)

6

Communication between team members can be facilitated by the technology.

✓

(9)

7

Increase in surgeon confidence.

✓

(17)

8

Initial cost of the setup of the technology is a disadvantage but can be
outweighed by the longterm benefits.

✓

(18)(19)

9

Accessibility and availability of the resource is a disadvantage.

✓

(17)

10

Time constraint is a disadvantage which includes time to learn the technology,
collaborate and plan each case and turnaround and production time between
initial case planning and scheduled surgery.

✓

(18)

11

There is minimal quantitative research available to prove the accuracy, benefits
and functional outcome of the patients when digital surgical design and
simulation is used. There is also a need for a cost-benefit analysis.

✓

(20)

12

Surgical design and simulation can bring more of a team approach.

✓

(17)

13

Surgical design and simulation is not included in medical student training.

✓

14

There is cultural resistance to the surgical design and simulation technology.

✓

15

The field of surgical design and simulation is a work in progress.

✓
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interviewers. Having a pair of interviewers, in addition to
using a recording device, would decrease the bias of the
interviewer and increase feedback on the interpretation of
data. These alterations to the key elements of the technique will improve the discussions and the value of the
responses of the interviewees.
The second objective was to explore whether the convergent interview technique would bring out new perceptions
not discovered by other qualitative collection techniques.
The results of the interview revealed three new perceptions
about SDS which is minimally discussed in the practice of
head and neck surgery. The convergent interview revealed
that: (1) SDS is not included in resident training; (2) there
is a cultural resistance to the SDS technology; and (3) the
field of surgical design and simulation is a work in progress.
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